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“Letters from Lahore” is a selection of three short blog posts by Khalil Ahmad, Executive Director of the Alternate Solutions Institute, a libertarian think-tank based in Lahore, Pakistan. All three posts, dating to May 2011, respond in some way to the assassination by U.S. Navy Seals—code-named “Operation Neptune Spear”—of al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden in Abbottabad, Pakistan (May 2, 2011). We translate and reprint them here, with editorial revisions for clarity and style, as examples of a distinctive and original response to the assassination and its aftermath, instructively different both from the predominant American response, as well as from the predominant Pakistani one.

The predominant American response to the assassination of Osama bin Laden expressed unapologetic gratification at his death, essentially untroubled by worries about the alleged violation of Pakistani sovereignty involved in the U.S. operation. The predominant Pakistani response expressed outrage at the United States for its supposed violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty, untroubled by worries about the significance of Osama bin Laden’s presence in a suburb of the Pakistani capital. Ahmad’s posts, by

1 All three posts were originally published at the website of the Alternate Solutions Institute (Lahore, Pakistan), and are reprinted here by permission of the author, Dr. Khalil Ahmad. The May 4 and May 14 posts were originally written in Urdu, and translated for Reason Papers by Aysha Mahmood, with editorial revisions by Khalil Ahmad and Irfan Khawaja. The post of May 10 was originally written in English, and edited for publication in Reason Papers by Irfan Khawaja. All introductory and footnote material was written, translated, and transliterated by Irfan Khawaja. Thanks to Aftab Khawaja, Tom G. Palmer, and Steve Miller for helpful advice.
contrast, reflect the difficult predicament of the Pakistani libertarian, forced by public sentiment and personal conviction to reconcile both sets of concerns. How, on the one hand, does the loyal citizen of a country like Pakistan respond to a violation of its sovereignty by a superpower like the U.S.? How, on the other hand, does a libertarian committed to individual rights respond to nationalist sentiments that put questions of national sovereignty over questions of substantive justice? Ahmad’s responses to these questions are a paradigm of reason and courage.

Consider his May 3, 2011 post responding to widespread Pakistani outrage about the sovereignty-violation involved in the bin Laden assassination the day before. The post begins by taking for granted the obvious facts—half-acknowledged and half-denied by the Obama Administration’s convoluted legalisms\(^2\)—that Operation Neptune Spear was an assassination and that it did violate Pakistan’s sovereignty: the operation crossed Pakistani airspace and onto Pakistani soil with the explicit aim of killing Osama bin Laden, and (barring some extraordinary revelation) did so without the consent or knowledge of the Pakistani government. Coming from an administration that had gotten itself elected in opposition to the foreign policy of the Bush Administration—that is, by contrast with Bush’s supposed unilateralism, disrespect for international law, and elastic conception of “self-defense”—Operation Neptune Spear offered plenty of material for accusations of opportunism and hypocrisy. But Ahmad focuses instead on a subtler and normatively more important set of issues: What does “sovereignty” mean, and what value can it have, in a country that lacks civilian control over government policy? If the U.S. Navy Seals violated Pakistan’s sovereignty on May 2, 2011, could it not be said in a different sense that Pakistan’s military violates Pakistan’s sovereignty every day that it flouts civilian supremacy over its actions? In addressing these questions, a further unspoken question seems to slip in, so to speak, under the radar: Under what conditions would Americans accede to an assassination by another power on American soil?\(^3\)

The May 10 post addresses the preceding issues more explicitly. We typically think of “sovereignty” as denoting the state’s supreme, monopolistic authority to govern and control a certain geographic area.\(^4\) "Internal


\(^3\) Cf. the 1976 murder of former Chilean minister Orlando Letelier, on which see Christopher Hitchens, \textit{The Trial of Henry Kissinger} (New York: Verso, 2002), pp. 68-76.

“sovereignty” has, in turn, typically been understood to mean state authority over those who reside within the state’s territory. But Ahmad invokes another, less discussed, in fact neologistic understanding of internal sovereignty: If each individual under state sovereignty has strong rights in the Lockean or classical-liberal sense, then each individual rights-holder is “sovereign” over his or her own life. Understood in this way, state sovereignty has no value or legitimate purpose unless it protects individual sovereignty. And the primary threat to the sovereignty of individual Pakistanis comes not from American drones but from al-Qaeda and the Pakistani Taliban, a fact about which, as Ahmad aptly puts it, all “nationalist chatter of ‘sovereignty’ rings hollow.”

Finally, Ahmad’s May 14 post offers a unique perspective on the so-called “black coat” or lawyers’ movement so uncritically lionized by the American media in late 2007 and throughout 2008. Hailed at the time as "perhaps the most consequential outpouring of liberal, democratic energy in the Islamic world,"\(^5\) it has now conveniently been forgotten by the intellectuals who so breathlessly brought it to prominence.\(^6\) Ahmad offers a useful and relatively early corrective to that romanticization, prefiguring the growing disillusionment in Pakistan today with the frankly theocratic and terrorist-positive sympathies of the black-coated heroes of 2007.\(^7\)


May 3, 2011: The Assassination of Osama bin Laden

It is not the first time that the questions that are presently circulating in and out of Pakistan have been raised. “What of our sovereignty?” “How did we allow it to be violated with impunity?” These same questions have arisen before, but never perhaps with such intensity or such irony.

I don’t intend in this post to ask or answer the usual questions about our sovereignty. For my purposes it’s only necessary to raise the following dilemma. If Pakistan’s security establishment was unaware of Osama bin Laden’s presence in Pakistan but genuinely seeking to find him, then what sort of seeking was it that, as the old ghazal has it, “what was sought was lost with the seeker”? But if the security establishment was aware of his presence, then what sort of self-conscious ignorance have they cultivated—one they can neither effectively conceal nor come clean about? Every question contains the seeds of its own answer, as the saying goes. So it has been in the past, and so it will be in the future. The questions that remain, then, concern the reasons for the offense and the identity of the offenders. Why did our government do as it did, and who was responsible?

My answer is this: If the ruling power in Pakistan had been the people’s representative civilian government, whatever came to pass on May 2, 2011 would never have played out as it did. In other words, if the rule of law and of the constitution existed in Pakistan, if Pakistan’s defense and foreign policies were firmly in the hands of a civil government, none of this would have happened. To a large extent, the events of May 2, 2011 raise the same issues as the Kargil operation twelve years ago: if our defense and foreign policies had been in civilian hands, neither Kargil nor the events of May 2 would have happened.

What Pakistan needs above all is civilian supremacy over its affairs, the sovereignty of a civilian government limited by a constitution and representative of its citizens. It needs a government that keeps its defense and foreign affairs under its control, not one that merely appropriates ministries and plunders resources. Frankly, I have no complaint to make against our security establishment: I have nothing to say to them at all. My concern is instead with the current government; they are the ones who need to be questioned. Do they have the answers to the questions that are being raised inside and outside of Pakistan? They are the ones obliged to give answers, as

---

8 The Kargil operation (May-July 1999) was a military incursion, by the Pakistani Army, across the Indian line of control at Kargil Ridge in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir. Spearheaded by then-General and Chief of the Army Staff Pervez Musharraf, the conflict momentarily threatened nuclear war between India and Pakistan until Indian forces prevailed in conventional combat. For further discussion, see Owen Bennett-Jones, *Pakistan: Eye of the Storm*, 2nd ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2003), pp. 87-104.
control of the law and constitution was and remains in their hands. Whatever has happened, responsibility falls on them—not on anyone else.9

May 10, 2011: What about Internal Sovereignty?

The so-called nationalists maintain that American drone attacks are damaging the sovereignty of Pakistan. These nationalists include both rightists such as Jamaat-e-Islami and Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam (F), and left-leaning elements as well.10 The criticisms they make are frankly puzzling. Such people, whether right- or left-wing, must know that Pakistan is a declared ally of the United States in the war against terror, in which case it is of no significance whose drones are being used to fight terrorism and whose territory they are targeting, as long as they are targeting terrorists. In any case, both Bob Woodward’s book Obama’s Wars and the recent Wikileaks revelations establish Pakistan’s tacit approval of the drone attacks.11 How can drone attacks approved by the Government of Pakistan violate the sovereignty of Pakistan?


10 Jamaat-e-Islami and Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam (F) are Islamist political parties in Pakistan. The “F” designation in the latter case refers to the faction of the party led by Maulana Fazlur Rahman (as opposed to the “S” designation for the faction led by Maulana Sami ul-Haq). For Jamaat-e-Islami Pakistan, see: http://jamaat.org/beta/site/index; for Jamiat-e-Ulema (F), see: http://www.abdallahshah.com/JHI-F.html.

The nationalists respond that the present Pakistani government is a U.S.-backed puppet regime. But the truth is that many if not most of these supposedly pro-sovereignty nationalists sympathize with the Taliban—a group openly at war with the sovereignty of Pakistan. Such nationalists apparently lack any conception of internal sovereignty, fixated as they are on guarding the external sovereignty of Pakistan from drone attacks which present no comparable danger to its internal security.

Is a country merely a piece of land whose sovereignty consists only in its territoriality? Perhaps that was so under ancient principalities. But today, sovereignty is a function of legality and constitutionality. When a new country emerges, its first aim is to attain constitutional legitimacy, not just to acquire larger and larger bits of legally disorganized territory.

In today’s world, territorial sovereignty is just one element of what might be called real or substantive sovereignty. This latter sort of sovereignty is an internal phenomenon which gives a tract of land and a population of individual persons inhabiting that tract an identity and the status of a country. Internally this sovereignty is a collection of sovereign individuals whose life, liberty, and property are guaranteed by the country’s legal and constitutional arrangements. And externally this sovereignty expresses the same legal and constitutional arrangements, so that the boundaries of the country are the boundaries at which it can effectively protect the individual sovereignty—the rights—of its inhabitants.

Thus, sovereignty requires safeguarding the physical borders of a country from external invaders not as an end-in-itself but as a means to protecting the rights of the sovereign individuals who live inside those borders. Likewise, sovereignty requires the protection of the life, liberty, and property of individuals from internal invaders as much as from external ones—be they the Taliban, or any other individual, group, force, party, or institution. That sums up my argument: ultimately, real sovereignty derives from sovereign individuals who bind themselves into a legal and constitutional arrangement that protects them. When that arrangement fails to protect them, sovereignty reverts back to the people.

Furthermore, any such legal and constitutional arrangement creates various institutions to take care of the functions of the sovereignty of a country. In our case, the parliament, provincial assemblies, the courts, the election commission, auditor general, the armed forces, etc., are brought to life but to serve the same purpose. These institutions derive their existence and mandate from legal and constitutional arrangements the sole objective of which is to help create an environment in which individual citizens are free to live as they wish and where their life, liberty, and property are safe from invaders like the Taliban.

As against this, the nationalist chatter of “sovereignty” rings hollow. Our nationalists fail to see that the presence in Pakistan of the Taliban and its allies challenges the very writ of the government and undermines the sovereignty of the country more thoroughly than the American drone operations. Is not challenging the writ of the government a serious crime? Is
not taking up arms against the state a capital offense? Aren’t the Taliban waging an open and declared war against the state of Pakistan—in other words, against the institution that protects the sovereign individuals of Pakistan? Aren’t they inflicting unbearable losses on the life, liberty, and property of the citizens of Pakistan? Isn’t the sovereignty of Pakistan at stake at the hands of these internal invaders in a more obvious way than the American operation against Osama bin Laden and his allies?12

The hollow nationalism of pseudo-sovereignty amounts to supporting the Taliban, a declared enemy of Pakistan—an enemy of its legal and constitutional sovereignty, and above all, of its sovereign individuals. Our so-called nationalists never seem to raise their voices in favor of the sovereignty of Pakistan’s individual citizens. They rarely show concern about threats to the internal sovereignty of this country from those within who would subvert it. Indeed, the point is not merely that their campaign for sovereignty aims to mislead, but that they are abetting the invasion of Pakistan, by abetting those who would violate the rights of its people, gut the rule of law, and undermine its government.

Pakistan’s nationalists claim to focus on the “collateral damage” to life and property done by American drone attacks, but they are blind to damage of far greater magnitude done by the Taliban.13 By their logic, if some

---


criminals take a family hostage inside their home, and the police come to the family’s rescue, it is the police which is to be blamed for the unintended loss of innocent life put in danger by the criminals; the criminals themselves are not to be criticized. Nationalism of this sort simply defies commonsense.

Let these nationalists exalt the criminals. And let the responsibility for that praise be on their heads. It is for the sovereign individuals of Pakistan to realize what such nationalism really means and what it has in store for their sovereignty and Pakistan’s as well.

May 14, 2011: Osama bin Laden’s Lawyers

The matter is as odd as it is fascinating: last rites have been read for Osama bin Laden in some cities of Pakistan. If you take a look at the photos, you don’t see ordinary men wearing everyday garb, but well-dressed men in suits, boots, and ties. It is clear that the photos were taken in Lahore and Rawalpindi. In fact, in Lahore even the name of the Lahore High Court Bar was invoked in Osama’s honor.14

It is hard to know how to respond to this except to ask some obvious questions. What sort of law, one wonders, did these lawyers study and how did they reach a reading of it that required praise for Osama bin Laden? How did the Bar allow lawyers of this type to obtain licenses to practice law? Were the Bar Courts asleep? Were they thinking at all? These are, after all, the same sorts of lawyers who showered Mumtaz Qadri, the murderer of Punjab Governor Salman Taseer, with flowers.15 One might have thought that the


15 The Governor of the Punjab province of Pakistan, Salman Taseer, was murdered on
lawyers of the Lahore Bar Court had taken an oath to strengthen the rule of law, not to celebrate murder. But something drastic seems to have happened to this oath and to those who took it, something so drastic as to raise questions about the legitimacy of the respect for oaths which they claim to have sworn. Will the Bar or the courts ever hold these lawyers accountable for the violation of their oath? Can the rule of law operate under judicial officials who celebrate the extremes of lawlessness, or can we hope that their licenses will somehow be revoked?

No, it appears that the laws of Pakistan will remain helpless. Those who took an oath to uphold the rule of law will continue to flout their oath with impunity, and the law itself will continue to be manipulated in this way by those who take themselves to belong to the “higher orders”—to Pakistan’s elite. Unfortunately, in Pakistan, the behavior of Osama’s posthumous celebratory lawyers is not just a game of loose and absurd talk, but a sad and frightening reality. This incoherent mindset—the simultaneous celebration of constitutionalism, legality, theocracy, terrorism, and murder—has seeped into our very outlook in this country. So it is that Pakistan has managed to become that rarest of phenomena—a living (and dying) “contradiction in terms.”
